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Abstract

The RR Lyrae(RRL) rich globular cluster M62(NGC�6266) is one of the most massive globular clusters in the
Milky Way, located in the dense region of the Galactic bulge, where dynamical processes that affect the survival of
globular clusters are maximized. UsingGaia second data release data we have found clear evidence for an excess
of RRLs beyond the cluster tidal radius of M62, associated partly with stars stripped into the Galaxy� eld. This is
con� rmed with new Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for Astronomy Variables in the Via Lactea Extended
survey observations, which discard any differential reddening effect as the possible cause of the observed RRL
density excess. We also determined the orbit of M62 using accurate new measurements of its distance, radial
velocity, and proper motions,� nding that its orbit is prograde with respect to the direction of the Galactic rotation.
Orbits are integrated in the non-axisymmetric galactic modelGravPot16 , which includes the perturbations due to
the central Galactic bar. M62 shows a particular orbital behavior, having a dynamical signature of the bar-bulge
region. The small extra-tidal RRLs extensions that are observed are roughly aligned toward the galactic center, and
the direction is almost perpendicular to the galactic plane, not with its motion along its orbit. This may be a clear
sign of bulge-crossing shocks during the last passage close of the cluster toward its perigalacticon. M62 would be
the � rst clear observed case of bulge shocking in the inner Galaxy acting on a globular cluster.
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1. Introduction

Globular clusters that we observe today in the Milky Way
are the survivors of a much larger initial population that was
decimated by dynamical processes, chiefs among them being
tidal disruption and dynamical friction(Fall & Rees1977,
1985). The tidal disruption of globular clusters has been widely
discussed(e.g., King 1962; Tremaine et al.1975; Chernoff
et al.1986; Capuzzo-Dolcetta1993; Weinberg1994; Gnedin &
Ostriker 1997; Meylan & Heggie1997; Vesperini & Heggie
1997; Combes et al.1999; Lotz et al.2001; Capuzzo-Dolcetta
et al.2005; Balbinot & Gieles2017), and prominent examples
of tidal tails have been observed(e.g., Leon et al.2000;
Odenkirchen et al.2001; Belokurov et al.2006; Grillmair &
Johnson2006; Jordi & Grebel2010). In this Letter we report
the discovery of a potential extra-tidal RR Lyrae(RRLs)
population, likely the results, in projection on the plane sky, of
the relics of the bulge shocking.

M62 is one of the most massive globular clusters in the
Milky Way, and also one of the richest clusters in RRL variable
stars (Contreras Ramos et al.2010). This cluster has an
extended blue horizontal branch(BHB) and a strong extreme-
ultraviolet (EUV) excess observed by theInternational
Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE; Dorman et al. 1995), and

dynamically it does not appear to have suffered core collapse
yet (Beccari et al.2006). It is located in the Galactic bulge at
l, b�= �(353.57458,+ 07.31956) deg, at a distance ofD�= �6.9 kpc
(Harris 1996), and its orbit con� nes the cluster to the bulge
(Dinescu et al.2003).

This cluster is interesting also because it has a double main
sequence. This is indicative of a composite stellar population
(Milone 2015), like � Cen (the largest Galactic globular
cluster), which has been proposed to be the remaining nucleus
of an accreted dwarf galaxy.

In addition, this cluster shows evidence for overdensity
features beyond the tidal radius(Han et al.2017). However, the
cluster is located in a� eld with signi� cant differential
reddening(Minniti et al. 1992; Contreras Ramos et al.2005)
that severely diminishes the capacity to recognize extra-tidal
stars.

Because of its known physical properties(location, mass,
radius, and 3D velocity), M62 is an ideal laboratory to explore
the effects of the different dynamical processes that affect the
survival of massive clusters in the inner regions of the
Milky Way.

In particular, in this Letter we discuss the effects of tidal
disruption on M62 using RRLs in theGaia second data release
(DR2) database(Gaia Collaboration et al.2016, 2018a;
Clementini et al.2018), and new near-infrared(NIR) observa-
tions of the Visible and Infrared Survey Telescope for
Astronomy (VISTA) Variables in the Via Lactea Extended
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� Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for
Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere under ESO programs
179.B-2002 and 298.D-5048.
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public survey(VVVX; Minniti et al. 2010; Saito et al.2012).
The latter are important to complement the existing optical
observations that make dif� cult the search and interpretation of
the possible tidal tails in the presence of differential reddening.

This Letter is organized as follows. In Section2 we describe
the data used for the discovery of extra-tidal RRL stars in M62.
In Section3 we present the M62 orbital models. In Section4
we discuss the two dominant dynamical processes, dynamical
friction versus tidal disruption. Finally, our conclusions are
summarized in Section5.

2. Discovery of Extra-tidal RRLs in M62

Recently, Clementini et al.(2018) presented the� rst all-sky
map of RRL and Cepheid variable stars observed by theGaia
mission during the� rst 22 months of science operations,
including new RRL discoveries. We explored theseGaia DR2
RRLs in the region surrounding the globular cluster M62. The
density distribution of RRLs in the vicinity of this globular
cluster is presented in Figure1, which shows a clear and small
extension of extra-tidal candidates extending from the cluster in
the southwest to northeast direction, beyond the tidal radius of
the cluster,(Rt = 8.97 arcmin, Harris1996), and aligned� 74°
away from the predicted orbital path of M62 and roughly
aligned(� 19°) toward the galactic center direction. It is very
likely that the tidal tails visible in Figure1 are the results of
bulge shocking and likely related to its strong interaction with
the Galactic bar.

Using theGaia RRL catalog of Clementini et al.(2018), we
measure a background density of bulge RRLs ofN�= �71�±
6 RRL/ sq. deg. in a 2 sq. deg.� eld surrounding the cluster. We
� nd an excess of a dozen RRLs beyond the tidal radius of M62,
in a region where fewer than three RRLs were expected.
Arguably, this is only a; 3� result with small number
statistics, but the asymmetry is even more marked if we
consider stars inside of the tidal radius. For example,
considering stars outside 2/ 3 rt�= �6rh from the cluster center,

we count 8 RRLs in the southwest direction of the cluster and
25 in the northeast direction of the cluster(versus 5 expected
� eld RRLs for the same area).

The total number of M62 RRLs isN�= �209 (Contreras
Ramos et al.2010), most of which are located inside 5rh��
5 arcmin of the cluster center(Figure1). Therefore, the RRL
excess is signi� cant, of the order of� 10% of the total, and this
is probably a lower limit because of the projection effect of the
cluster orbital inclination. Apparently, if all of these are RRLs
extracted from the cluster it would be a signi� cant effect, as it
would imply that the future survival of M62 is restricted to a
few Gyr. However, careful modeling is needed in order to
predict the future orbital decay in the presence of the cluster
mass loss.

The � eld of M62 exhibits signi� cant differential reddening
(e.g., Minniti et al.1992; Contreras Ramos et al.2005; Alonso-
García et al.2012), and the variable extinction may severely
diminish the capacity to recognize extra-tidal stars. In order to
check for the effects of differential reddening we inspect the
NIR photometry of the VVVX survey. Figure2 shows the
reddening corrected optical-NIR color–magnitude and color–
color diagram for this cluster, covering a region inside its tidal
radius. Overplotted are theGaia RRL stars in the� eld,
discarding the background RRLs withKs�> �14.5. It is
important to determine that this RRL excess is not a chance
alignment of stars along the line of sight. Because RRLs are
primary distance indicators, they are optimal tracers as the
photometry can con� rm that they are located at the distance of
M62, D�= �6.9 kpc(Harris1996).

RRL variable stars show periodic variations in their
magnitudes and colors, which account for the observed scatter,
because the color–magnitude and the color–color diagrams are
based on single-epoch NIR photometry. Figure2 also shows
that the in� uence of reddening is not signi� cant in this RRL
sample.

We have to characterize the extra-tidal RRL in M62 in order
to check if they belong mostly to the� eld or to the cluster, or to












